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Create music CDs and photo DVDs or even watch TV
    Move your files to a new computer, or get your old PC ready for Vista    

    The thing that's made Windows For Dummies so successful is that it's packed with the basics you need to make Windows work. This book gets you through all the Windows Vista tasks and tripwires, including starting programs, finding files, navigating the new see-through interface, staying safe while you cruise the Internet, and much more.    

    Discover how to     

	Find files when they're hiding     
	Hook up with another computer     
	Make Vista work like XP     
	Block Internet bad guys     
	Share a PC without sharing your files     
	Fix problems yourself


Welcome to Windows Vista For Dummies, the world’s best-selling book
about Windows Vista!

This book’s popularity probably boils down to this simple fact: Some people want to be Windows whizzes. They love interacting with dialog boxes. Some randomly press keys in the hope of discovering hidden, undocumented features. A few memorize long strings of computer commands while washing their hair.

And you? Well, you’re no dummy, that’s for sure. But when it comes to Windows and computers, the fascination just isn’t there. You want to get your work done, stop, and move on to something more important. You have no intention of changing, and there’s nothing wrong with that.

That’s where this book comes in handy. Instead of making you a whiz at Windows, it merely dishes out chunks of useful computing information when you need them. Instead of becoming a Windows Vista expert, you’ll know just enough to get by quickly, cleanly, and with a minimum of pain so that you can move on to the more pleasant things in life.
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Visual Studio 2010 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	A comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide to Visual Studio 2010


	Visual Studio is Microsoft's comprehensive development environment that encompasses the .NET Framework, various programming languages, and ASP.NET. Programmers love it for developing applications for mobile devices and the Web.


	Because Visual...
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Object Oriented Programming With C++McGraw-Hill, 2019

	The book aims at providing an all-round enrichment of knowledge in the area of object-oriented programming with C++ as the implementation of language. The author has used simple language to explain critical concepts of object-oriented programming and for...
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Stack Silver Get Gold: How To Buy Gold And Silver Bullion Without Getting Ripped Off!The B24 Group, 2016

	Want to learn how to start safely buying gold and silver bullion like a precious metals expert in about an hour?

	 


	This 2017 updated edition of Stack Silver Get Gold is the only gold and silver investing book you'll ever need because its written by a nationally recognized precious metals...
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The SketchUp Workflow for Architecture: Modeling Buildings, Visualizing Design, and Creating Construction Documents with SketchUp Pro and LayOutJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Incorporate SketchUp into every phase of your design


	If you want to go beyond the basics and start using SketchUp 3D modeling software in all phases of your design, The SketchUp Workflow for Architecture is the perfect place to start. From preliminary schematics to construction documentation and everything in between, the...
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Introduction to 3D Game Programming with DirectX 9.0Wordware Publishing, 2003
This book is an introduction to programming interactive 3D computer graphics using DirectX 9.0, with an emphasis on game development. It teaches you the fundamentals of Direct3D, after which you will be able to go on to learn and apply more advanced techniques. Assumingly, since you have this book in your hands, you have a rough idea of what...
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Analysis of Biological Networks (Wiley Series in Bioinformatics)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
An introduction to biological networks and methods for their analysis
Analysis of Biological Networks is the first book of its kind to provide readers with a comprehensive introduction to the structural analysis of biological networks at the interface of biology and computer science. The book begins with a brief overview of biological networks...
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